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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Doubling of PPI/MPI/Profibus-interface without bus-connector

Do you have a single control with panel in use and have to accomplish a little
modification in the control program? No problem, plug the T-Connector on the PLC, the
panel and PC to the device and then both participants can work with the PLC without
annoying bus-cable tapering and interconnections.



Separate your machine-net from the office-net

You need a separation between the machine-net and the office-net? No problem, plug a
PCMCIA-LAN-card in your Tele-Prof-II-device (only for version -H) and the separation
is OK. You have access to both nets via remote maintenance.

Remote maintenance / telecontrol of PLC

The access to the connected PLC with the Siemens TS-software or PG-2000 including
TS-option results of coupling via Analogue-, ISDN- (only with AB-adapter) as well as
GSM-line.



Machine-access regardless of the manufacturer

Machines from various manufacturers in the production-plant and with all of them should
data be exchanged? 
 Before you get the machine-specific protocol from each manufacturer in order to
integrate it into your application, there are easier ways to implement this requirement. 
 OPC-servers have many protocols from different manufacturers integrated and provide
the collected data as "Server". Your application communicates as a "client" with the
OPC-protocol DA (Classic) with the "Server" and thus receives the required data from all
machines without knowing the respective protocol. 
 Access with one protocol and still have data from many manufacturers, that is OPC.

Easy handily oxygen display

You need the concentration of oxygen in your neighborhood? No problem, with the
mobile HMG you can determine the concentration from 1 up to 100% with a exactness of
1% (dependend on your sensor).



Visualisation of your S7-PLC via COM-Port

Your panel provides a serial port and no MPI/Profibus for connecting a S7-PLC. Connect
the MPI-II-cable with it and you're Online with your panel.

Use on-site without PC-adapter?

With the MPI/PPI/Profibus-modem you can connect serial to your PC/laptop and then
communicate directly with the PLC without a PC-adapter or other S7-programming
cables.


